
CUT to the bar where a man is sitting drinking. The man looks over his shoulder at the
group, returns to looking forward and then looks back with a curious look. The man gets
up and walks towards the group. He approaches JOURNEY.

MAN
JOURNEY JACOBS?!

JOURNEY turns around in confusion.

JOURNEY
Yes?... Oh Hey! Tanner…How are you!?

JOURNEY and TANNER smile.

TANNER
I’m doing alright. How about yourself?

JOURNEY
I’m doing great! My boyfriend and his band actually just made it to

the finals of the Midway Music Festival.

TANNER
No way. I love that show!

TANNER looks puzzled then has a lightbulb moment.

TANNER (cont.)
Wait…is your boyfriend Bradley Young?!

JOURNEY blushes.

JOURNEY
Yes he is!

TANNER gets excited. He addresses the group.

TANNER
So this must be the famous Second Akt I see on TV.

THE GROUP smile and respond, all around the same time, with “Hey” or “Yes” or
something like that.

BRADLEY comes out of the bathroom, starts to walk towards the table, and notices
JOURNEY talking to someone.



TANNER turns his attention back to JOURNEY.

TANNER
We should catch up sometime.

JOURNEY stands up next to TANNER.

JOURNEY
Yes! Absolutely!

JOURNEY hugs TANNER.

As they hug, TANNER says the next line right next to her ear. It should look like he’s
whispering sweet nothings in her ear.

TANNER
I’d love to meet BRADLEY.

BRADLEY walks up to the two of them hugging.

BRADLEY
(annoyed)

Hey.

BRADLEY taps JOURNEY on the back. TANNER and JOURNEY stop hugging.

JOURNEY
Oh hey this is Tanner, we went to college together. We were just

catching up.

BRADLEY looks annoyed.

BRADLEY
Looked like a little more than that to me.

TANNER steps up sort of defensive.

TANNER
Hey Bradley! I’m a huge fan of Second Akt! It’s a pleasure to-

BRADLEY interrupts TANNER.



BRADLEY
I’m sure it is.

JOURNEY turns to BRADLEY.

JOURNEY
He’s being nice. Stop being rude.

BRADLEY looks away from them both.

BEAT.

TANNER shrugs.
TANNER

It’s fine. Maybe we can still catch up.

BRADLEY turns back to the group.

BRADLEY
(insincere)

Yeah. Maybe we can.

BRADLEY turns around and sits back down.

JOURNEY smiles at TANNER. TANNER walks away and JOURNEY sits back down.
JOURNEY addresses BRADLEY.

BEAT

CHUCK and JOURNEY leave. BRADLEY rolls his eyes and shrugs it off.
MR. BLOOMBERG walks into the restaurant and up to the group.

MR. BLOOMBERG
Hey guys! What a great performance tonight!

THE GROUP thanks Mr. Bloomberg. BRADLEY still looks annoyed in his “thank you”.

MR. BLOOMBERG (cont.)
I wanted to let you guys know that I think what Rudy said has

some value to it. How about you guys come up with a few brand
new songs and we can meet in a month or so to get you guys an

album recorded?

BRADLEY smiles.


